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MCAP: $672m 

Share price: $39.38 

EV: ~1.3B 

Debt: Gross> $816m  

Debt: Net> ~ $620m 
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Conservatively lets say~ $140m 

9x EV/FCF 



Problems for the STOCK: 

 

-Insider ownership is insignificant 

- ….The board did ’t e gage with incoming offers as 

high as $90 a share 

- Managements burning LOTS of cash on Growth 

initiatives.  

- Terrible capital allocators (repurch. ~$64) 
 

 

 



Form: 13 D 



 

 

 

-Engaged Capital 

8/Feb/2016 

@around $26-30 

Form: 13 D 



 

 

 

 

-13 D 

- Undervalued Stock 

-70 % (shorted stock) 



 

 

Ma age e ts cash burn to get ECOatm profitable  
- …Mobile phone recycler ecoATM is laying off 50% workers …. to cut costs 

 

- Trivial in reality but shows there are trying because this segment is tiny.  
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- Dividend has increased 100% giving a current yield of 6%, but Activists are pushing for 10%-13% 

 

 

 

 
 

 



….The board didn’t engage with incoming offers as high as $90 a 

share . 
- … initiated a process to explore strategic and financial alternatives to maximize value for shareholders 

…. retained Morgan Stanley  

 

[The board] Refused to even engage in discussions [with buyout 

parties].  
- But as of the 12th of April the Activist Shareholder managed to successfully appoint 3 seats to the 

Board of directors.  

 

The Co pa y should cease its repurchase program  
- Return significant free cash flow to investors with a preference for dividends and opportunistic debt 

retirement. Retired 9% of debt. 

- Dividend has increased 100% giving a current yield of 6%, but Activists are pushing for 10%-13% 

 

 

 
 

 




